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Let X be a regular topological space. If (Fo)new is a sequence of Radon (i.e.,

inner regular by compact) measures on X such that (p"(f)r€N converges for every

regular open set T of X (i.e., for which 7:Z), then (p,(A)),r* converges for
every Borel set ,4 of X. This result was proved by P. Gänssler ([4] Theorem 3.1)

for real measures and by S. S. Khurana ([fl Theorem 4) for group valued measures.

It will be shown in this paper (Theorem 3) that, if X is completely regular, this

result can be improved by assuming only that (p,(Z)),.r converges for those regular

open sets T of X for which there exists a continuous real function f on X such that

{"f =0} c. T c {/ =o}
(or equivalently f:f7=q1; we denote the set of these sets Z by 3. If the vector

lattice of continuous real functions on X is order o-complete, then 3 is exaclly the

set ofclosed open sets ofXand so the above formulation contains the corresponding

result of Z. Semadeni ([8] Theorem (i)=+(iv)). Let 6 be the vector space of conti-

nuous bounded real funclions on X endowed with the strict topology and E be a
quasicomplete G-space ([2] Definition 5.9.11). We show (Theorem 12) that a conti-

nuous linear map u:6*E is boundedly weakly compact (or equivalently possesses

an integral representalion) if and onty if the sels of 3 are sent into E by the biadjoint
map of u. The special case of ,E equal to the vector space of continuous real functions

on a metrizable topological space endowed with the topology of compact conver-

gence is discussed in greater detail (Theorems 15 and 16).

We use the notations and the terminology of lll and [2]. The expression locally

conuex space will mean Hausdorffreal locally convex space. For every locally con-

vex space.Ewe denote its dual and bidual by E' and E", respectively, and identify
,E with a subspace of E" Åa the evaluation map

E * E", x-(x, .),

For every continuous linear map u of locally convex spac€s, u' and u" will denote

the adjoint and the biadjoint of z, respeclively. N, Q, R denote the sets of natural

numbers, rational numbers, and real numbers respectively.

Throughout this paper we dmote by E a locally convex space, by I a completely

regular space, by X a subspace of Y, by G lhe vector space of continuous bounded
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real functions on X endowed with the strict topology, by .ft the set of compact
sets of X,by I the o-ring of Borel sets of X, andby "d/ lheband .,t(fi,.R; $) of
tr (n, R) ([2] Proposition 5.6.3)t). For every subset A of X we denote its closure and
its interior in X by Ä and by l, respectively, and we set2)

Z:: {ÅXlV exactopen set of f}.
For every set 7 of 3 there exists an exact open set Z of X such that T:V;

hence 7| is an open regular set of X. But it may happen that 7 is strictly contained
in the set

,_9_,

{VlV exact open set of X},

and this will make our results more general. This is the reason for the introduction
of Y.

I will be called o-Stonian if the vector lattice of continuous real functions on Y
is order o-complete. This is equivalent to the assertion that the closure ofevery exact
open set of I is open ([2] Lemma 5.9.15 a<+c). If I is o-Stonian, then every set of
3 is a closed open set ofX

Propositionl.Theset 7.is abase of X closedwithrespect tofiniteintersections

such that U,<rT,€7 for eoery countablefarnily (T),r, in l.
Let x(X and let Ube a neighbourhood of x in X. There exists a neighbourhood

V of x in I such lhat VnXc.U. Further, there exists a continuous real function

f on Y equal to 0 at x and equal to 2 on I\2. We set

14t:: {f <.I}, T ::W;V.
Then x€Tc U and 7€3. Hence 3 is a base of X.

Let T',7"(=. There exist exact open sets Z', Y" of Y such that

T,:-,^x, T":t'nx.
We set T;:T' n7, V::V'nV". Then V is an exact open set of I and

: (V'^X)^(V" ^X) c. T.

Let U be a nonempty open set of X contained in 7- Since TcV'aX, the set

U nV' nX is nonempty. Since TcW, the set (U nV' nX)a(V" nX) is also

r) LetFbeacompletevectorlattice; abandof F isavectorsubspaceGof ]rsuchthat:

x€.F, y€G, lxl = lyl + x(G, x€F, x : 
orrr=*, 

* ,rO.

2) An open set Z of Y is called exact if there is a continuous real function f on Y, such that

-LVnX

V - {x€Ylf (x) = 0}.
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nonempty. Hence TcVnX andweget

r:VåV <=.

This shows that 3 is closed with respect to finite intersections.

Let (T),r, be a countable family in !. For every t€I there exists an exact

open set l( of Y such that T,:I(aX. We set Y;:U,etV,. Then V is an exact

open set of I and

VaX : U(VaX) c U T, c U IlnX cVnX,
.€I r€I r€f

U?: vnx<='. n
r€I

Proposition 2. Let K be a compact set of X and F be a closed set of X
such that K n F:0. Thm there exist disjoint sets T', T"Q.I such that KcT', FcT".
If X is normal and equal to Y, then we may take K closed.

There exists a continuous real function / on / such lhat f:g on K and f:2
on F. The sets {/< l}, {"f=1} are exact open sets of Y and so the sets

T,::Tffi, 7,,::Tf=iW
possess the required properties. !

Theorem 3. The identity map

.'# (n, G; S)n *,.& (8, G; ft\

is uniformly (Dr-continuous for euery Hausdorff topological additiue group G. If X
is normal and equal to Y thmwe may replace * by the set of closed sets of X.

Let .8 be the set of closed sets of X. We want to use Theorem 4.5.13 of [2] in
order to show that the identity map

-t/(fr, G;S)t * .ft (n, G; S)e

in uniformly @r-continuou"s. In fact, the hypotheses a)n d), and e) of that theorem

follow from Proposition 2 and the hypotheses b) and c) from Proposition l. By

[2] Proposition 4.5.6 the identity map

"//(8, G;S)u * "//(8, G ; R)

is uniformly @n-continuous and so by [2] Corollary 1.8.5 the identity map

.//(n, G;S)t - "4/(8,G;ft)
is uniformly @r-continuous. tr
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Remarks l. The assertion and the proof still hold if we replace fr by a o-ring
of subsets of X containing 3 and .ft by the set of compact sets (closed sets if X is
normal and equal lo Y) of Xbelonging to fr. This remark also holds for Corollary 4.

2. lf Y is o-Stonian, then the sets of 3 are closed open sets of X. Hence the
above formulation has the advantage of unifying ihe corresponding results with
open regular sets ([2] Corollary 4.5.15) and with closed open sets([2]Corollary4.5.17).

Corollary 4. If E is quasicomplete, then ItdUcA 7or euery ((, p)<"//"X"il(D
and the identity map

#(E)x, * '#(E)ee
is uniformly iD r-continuous.

By [1] Theorem4.2.ll, I€apcn forevery (1,p)e,,g"x.l/(E).By Theorem 3
the identity map

tr (E\" * "// (E)

is uniformly @r-continuous and the assertion follows from [2] Theorem 5.6.6. n
Proposition 5. We hatse:

a) n. 
,?n9'(p);

b) the mop

belongs to G' for euery p(,tr;
c) the map

(.1/,.4")*61', p-p'
is an isomorphism of Banach spaces;

d) the map
u':,t/t *R, p*u(p')

belongs to ,'//" for euery u(%";
e) the map

6" * .&o, 1,, + y'

is an isomorphistn of uector spaces.

The assertions follow from [5] Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 2.4 $i) and [lJ
Proposition 3.4.2b). !

Remark. We identify 
"r{ wrlh6' and "//" wilh€" via the above isomorphisms.

Theorem 6. The identity map (G')"*(G')r" is uniformly iLg-continuous. If
Y is o-Stonian, thm the identity map (6')r-(6'\*, is uniformly (Dr-continuous.

By Theorem 3 the identity map #t*'# is uniformly @r-coniinuous and so,
by l2l Theorem 5.6.6, the identity map "//"*"//7. is uniformly @r-continuous.
By the above identifications the identity map (G')r-(6')r, is uniformly @r-con-
tinuous.

It': "€ -* R, f ,-, f faU
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Assume now I is o-Stonian. Then every set of 3 is a closed open set of X and

therefore the identity map (6')r*(6')* is uniformly continuous. Hence the iden-

tity map (18)o-(6')*, is uniformly @u-continuous. n

Remark. If X if o-Stonian (or, equivalenlly,6 is order o-complete ([2] Lemma

5.9.15 a<+b)), then (by taking Y:X) the identity map (G')*-(6')n, is uniformly
@r-continuous.

Theorem 7. Euery (Ds-set of (G')r. and eaery iln-set of (6')n is equicontin'

uous.

Let ,f be a @a-set of (G')n. Since (1/)*:.&,we deduce by [2] Theorem4.2.l6 c,

that there exists an increasing sequence (K,),<n in .ft such that

for every

and

Then Qt is

Hence ./r is equicontinuous.
Assume now tf is a @r-set of (G')". By Theorem 3 and [2] Theorem

1.8.4 a+h, tlr is a @u-set of (6')* and so, by the above considerations, "z1. is

equicontinuous. tr

Corollary 8. Euery boundedly weakly compact continuous linear map u:G-E
with respect to the Mackey topology of 6 is continuous wilh respect to the strict
topology of G.

Le A' be an equicontinuous set of -E'. Since z is boundedly weakly compact,

u"(6')cE and so u'(A') is a relatively compact set of (G')t,. By Theorem 7,

u'(A') is equicontinuous; hence z is conlinuous with respect to the strict topology
of€.tr

Remark. The following examples) will show that not every circled convex

compact @r-set of (G'), is equicontinuous, even if X is locally compact and normal.

lpl(x\ K,) = +
p€ltr and t?€N. We set K-t::Q,

t+ if /€K,\Kn-t @€N),
g: f,* R*, t + 

I 
'o if t€x\ U Kn,

l. n älr

Qr :: {fevllfsl = 1}.

a O-neighbourhood in G. Let pe rf and f(%. We have

)n-L

lf ruul= å./^^*._,tfldtpt= ,ä+:1.

r) This exampl e appears in [3] Theorem 5.
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In particular, the strict topology on 6 may be strictly coarser than its Mackey topol-
ogy. Let rot be the first uncountable ordinal numbero X be the set crrl endowed

with the usual locally compact topology

{v c arl(€v+1q < ( {((arln = ( = €} c v}'

and for every (Ea, let ä, be the Dirac measure on X at (. Then X is locally com-
pact and normal and the circled convex closed hull of

{ö6-äå+11(€a)r}

is a compact @r-set of (6'),6, which is not equicontinuous.

Corollary 9. The set {x'otrtlx'(A', p€tf} is an equicontinuous set of 6'
for euery equicontinuous set A' of E' andfor euery iDa-set lf of '#(E).

We show first that the map

A'Ex"/{(E) * "/t, (x',1t) *, x'qp

is continuous. Let (*'r, pie,q'X.n(D and let ,4€fr and e>0. There exist a
O-neighbourhood U in E such that lx'(x)l<el2 fot every (x',x)(.A'xU and a
neighbourhood V of xloin ,4! such that

lx' (p s (A)) - x'o(p' (t))l = t
for every x'(V. Farlher, there exists a neighbourho od f of psin .'il(E)such that

p(A) - Fo(A)€u
for every p<1f We get

l*'o p(A) - x'oo po(A)l =

for every (x', tt)(Vx"//a Hence the map

A'Ex"&(E) * #, (x', p) * x'op
is continuous.

In order to prove the assertion of the corollary we may assume ,E complete.

Then ,[ is a relatively compact set of /'/ (E) (12] Theorem a.2.16 a)) and by the
above considerations {x'oplx'(A', pQlr} is a relatively compact set of uil. By
Theorem 7 this set is equicontinuous. n

Proposition 10. Let E be quasicomplete and 9o(6,E) be the uector space

of boundedly weakly compact continuous linear maps of 6 into E. We denote by

1t the map'
6 * E, 7* tfau

for eoery p€&(D. Then

l*'(p(A)- Fo(/))l +l*'QroQ\) - *'o(p'(,1))l

tt=T+T-r
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a) {Flpe.rfi is an equicontinuous set of 9s(G, E) for euery iDa-set 'f of "6 (E):

b) the rnap

"e/@) 
t 9o(G, E), tt - F

is an isomorphism oJ'tsector spaces;

c) for euery pQ/t (E) the maPs

E' * G', 1gt + 7g'o p.

G,, -E, g-tCar
are the adioint and the biadjoint of -1t and the map

(G)e,tE, 7-tfau
is uniformly (D 4-conlinuous ;

d) euery ilr-set of go(9, E)" is equicontinuous; in particular, if Y is o-Stonian'

then euery lDr-set of go(G, E)* is equiconlinuous'

Let p(,,il(E). By Proposition 5 a), GcgL(p) and by [l] Theorcm 4.2.1|,

lfapen for evetv f€G-
a) Let A'be an equicontinuous set of E'.By Corollary 9, {x'oplx'('A', p€''{)

is an equicontinuous set of G' . Since ,{' is arbitrary, $tlUe"l'\ is an equicontinuous

set of linear m aps of 6 into,E By [1] Theorem4.2.Il this set is contained in 9o(6, E)'

b) It is obvious that the maP

"/{ 
(E\ * 9o(G, E), 1t * -1t

is injective and linear. By [1] Proposition 4.3.9 a) this map is surjective.

c) Let t'€E'. Then

- (x'o IDU)

for every

is the adjoint map of P.

Let (Q6":u{/". Then

Ctt'(t))@'): C(F:6)): ((x'o1): ! €d@'oD:(! Cau){*)

forevery x'e.E' andso p"(€):l(dp. Hence ([1] Theorem 4'2'11)

6,,*E, g-[Eau
is the biadjoint maP of P.

By t2l corollary 5.8.26, G endowed with the order relation induced by R"

is an M-space. By [2] Corollary 5.7.7 the map

(6)s,*E, 7*!fau
is uniformly @n-continuous.

131

(rr' @')) tf> - x' (tt(.f)) : x' ([ f au) - I f o (x' o t')

f(G and so tt'(x'):16t o P. Hence

E' * G', x' ,* x'o lt
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d) Let lf be a @r-set of 9o(6, E)". By b) we may consider ,[ to be a @r-set

of .,//(E)*andso,byCorollary 4andl2lTheorem 1.8.4a"=+h,itisa ör-set of ,/{(E).
Let A'be an equicontinuous set of -E'. By Corollary 9 there exists a O-neighbourhood

4/ in 6 such that

for every f€% and every (x',p)(A'xJr. Hence I is an equicontinuous set of
go(G, D.

If I is o-Stonian, then every set of 3 is a closed openset of X, so every @r-set

of 9o(6,8), is a @r-set of 9o(6,E)" and it is equicontinuous by the above
considerations. D

Remark. The assertion b) was proved by A. Grothendieck ([6] Proposition t4)
for X compact.

Proposition ll. Int A" be a subset of E" such that the identity map E),*Bi,
is sequentially conlinuous, F be a G-space and u: E-F be aconlinuous linearmap
such that u"(A)cF. If E possesses the strong DP-property,we haue:

a) themap 8",-F definedby u isuniformly iDn-conlinuous;

b) if in addition E possesses lhe D-property and F is quasicomplete, then u is
boundedly weakly compact.

a) Let 2I'be the set of ön-sets of E'", and E'be the set of @r-sets of F'r.
Let B'(E'. Since u"(A")c4 the map F;*Ei" defined by u'is continuous and

so u'(B') is a @r-set of E),. The map Ey*EL, being sequentially continuous,
u'(B') is a @r-set of E'", ([2] Proposition 1.5.4. a<+c) and so it belongs to ?['. Hence

u'(E')cW' and the map Er,*F* defined by z is continuous. Since E possesses

the strong DP-property, the idenlily mry En,-Ew is uniformly @n-conlinuous.

Since Fis aG-space, theidentity map F*tF is uniformly @o-conlinuous. Putting
together the above results we deduce by [2] Corollary 1.8.5 that the map E"'*p
defined by rz is uniformly @a-conlinuous.

b) Let (xo)ne n be a weak Cauchy sequence in E.By a), (u(x)),r," is a Cauchy

sequence and so a convergent sequence in F. Since ,E possesses the D-property,
z is boundedly weakly compact. tr

Theorem 12.'Let E be a G-space and u: 6-E be a continuous linear map

such that (with the usual identifications) u"(l[)<E for euery T€1. (this condition

is automaticallyfulfilledif Y is o-Stonian). We haae:

a) themap Go,-6 definedby u isuniformly iDn-continuous;

b) if E quasicomplete, then u is boundedly weakly compact and there exists
aunique p€..e@) such that I (ap<n for euery C<,fr",

V (f rdp)l- l[ ro(x'or)l = r

u(f) - [fau
u' (x') - x'o F

-fo, euery f(9,
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for eoery x'(.E', and

for euery (qG". 
"(€): ! uu

By Theorem 6 the identity map (G)n*(€')*" is uniformly @r-continuous.

By l2l Corollary 5.8.26, 6 endowed with the order relation induced by Rx is an

M-space and so by [2] Corollary 5.7.9 and Theorem 5.8.9 c) it possesses the strong

DP-property and the D-property. Hence by Proposition 11 the map 6t,*B f,s-

fined by z is uniformly @n-continuous and z is boundedly weakly compact if ,E'is
quasicomplete. The olher assertions follow from Proposition 10.

andu"(l{):u(ll)<E forevery T€3. !

Corollary 13. If Y is o-Stonian and 6 is a G-space, thm eaery compact

set of X is finite and G is semi-separable.

Let K be a compact set of X and F be lhe Banach space of continuous real

functions on K. By Theorem l2a) the identity map Gt,-S is uniformly @n-contin-

uous and'so the map
6,s, - F, .f *flK

is also uniformly @n-continuous. Let (f),<n be a weak Cauchy sequence in 6.
Then, by the above result, (f,lK)"<x is a Cauchy sequence and so a convergent

sequence. By [2] Corollary 5.8.26 and Theorem 5.8.9 a) the map

G *9, f -flK
is boundedly weakly compact; hence the balls of F are weakly compact. We

deduce K is finite.
Let g be a positive real function on X such that {g>e} is relatively cornpact

for every e>0. Then {g=0} is countable. We denote by lf, lhe set of real func-

tions ft on {g=0} such that {h#0} is finite and

h({s = 0}) c On[-1, 1].

Then af, is also countable"and for every h(lf, there exists an h'Q6 such that

lh'l=l and h':h on {å*0}. Then

{ah'la(Q, h€lfl

is countable and for every fCG and every e>0 there exist s€O and h(lf, sach

that
sup l@h'(x)-f(")) g(x)l = u.
x€x'

Hence G is semi-separable. I
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Remark. Let $ be a filter on N finer than the section filter of N and xbe a
point not belonging to N. We set X::Nu {x} and endow X with the topology

{Vc Xlx(V+VaN€r}.

Then X is a nondissrete paracornpact space. If I is an uftrafilter, then X is o-Stonian

and its compact sets are finite. If there exist lwo different ultrafilters $', $" on N
such that 8: S' n $", then the compact sets of X are finile but X is not o-Stonian.

Proposition 14. Let Z be a topological space such that the neighbourhood

filter of euery point of Z belongs rc 61121, let (p"),r" be afamily in '//(E) such

that the map
Z*E, z-tt,(T)

,J continuous fo,
Then the mop

Z+
is continuous.

We may assume .E complete. By Corollary 4 the identity map -4/ (E)r*,// (E)n"
is uniformly @r-conlinuous and so ([2] Proposition 1.8.3) @1-continuous. By the
hypothesis the map

Z*"{/(E)t,, Z*F.

is continuous, and so the map

is @r-continuous.
6r(2), this map

that the map
Z * E, z + I Cdp"

is continuous for every 1€"/'/". n

Theorem 15. Let Z be a Hausdorff topological space such that the neigh-

bourhood filter of euery point of Z possesses a countable base, F be the aector

space of continuous maps of Z into E endowed with the topology of compact con-

aergence and Qt")"rt be a.family in .&/ (E) such that the map

Z*E, z-p"(T)
is continuous for eoery f€2. If E is quasicomplete, we haue:

a) 9 is quxicomplete;
b) there exists a unique F€-egr\ such that I (apcg, | (dp,<n and

euery T€.!, and lett ((1il" be such that ! ( dU"€.E for euery z(2.

/, -. J/ (E),/tn; z * F,

Since the neighbourhood filter of every point of Z belongs to
is continuous (l2l Proposition 1.3.6). This is exactly the assertion

E, z+ [ Cdp"

Ucdp)e)-lcdp"
fo, euery (<,//" and zQZ;
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c) the map
G -F, y-ffau

is continuous and boundedly weakly compact,

,,{o *F, q-tCau
is its biadjoint map and the map

6e,- r, y- !fdr
is uniformly iD n-continuous.

a) For every z(Z letr!,be the map

I * E, J'*f(z)
and let $ be a Cauchy filter on .4 possessing a bounded set of 9. Then t!,(fi)
converges for every z€2. We set

f:Z*E, z*limr/,($).

The restriction of/to every compact set of Z is continuous. Since the neighbourhood

filter of every point of Z possesses a countable base,/is continuous. It is easy to
see that $ converges to f in fr. Hence .4 is quasicompact.

b) Bya) and [1] Proposition 4.2.11, Itap<g and [€du,Q.E for every (Q"&",

p("//(F), and z€2. By 12) Proposition 1.5.31 the neighbourhood filter of every

point of Z belongs rc Ar(Z) and so, by Proposition 14, the map

Z*E, r*t€du"
is continuous for every C<.'&". We set

p(A):Z*E, z-p,(A)
for every A(8. and

p:fi*F, A-1t(A).

By [2] Theorem 4.6.3 b) p("//(8, F; ft), and by [2] Proposition 5.6.3

u//(n,F;ft): "4/(g).

Let z€Z and x'€.E'. We set

Ei g*R, .f -x'(f(")).
The function g is a continuous linear form and

E o tr (A) : x' ((p (A)) (z)) : x' (p, (A)) : x' 
" tt, 

(A)

tbrevery A€fr andso (pop:16'op,. Let EQ&". Wehave

t ((l cap)e\ : ,n(! tau): t taQo"D : t cd{x'"u") : x'([ e au").
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Since x'is arbitrary, we deduce

([eau)p1:Icau".
The unicity of p is trivial.

c) follows from a) and Proposition 10. n
Theorem 16. Let E be semi-separable, Z be a locally metrizable topological

space, F be the aector spqce of conlinuous maps of Z into E endowed wilh the

topology of compact conuergence and u: 6*F a continuous map such that (with
the usual identifications) u"(l{)<F for euery T(1. We haue:

a).the map G*,*f definedby u is uniformly (Da'continuous;

b) If E is quasicomplete, then u is boundedly weakly compact and there exist
uniquely a pQ,e(F) andafamily (p)"et in 'e(Q suchthat

u(fl: tfau, @(f))("): f .fdr',,

u,,(1): t e au, @"G))@): tcau,
for euery f€9, E€6' and z(2.

By l2l Proposition 5.9.30, F is a G-space and, by Theorem 15a), it is quasi-

complete if E is quasicomplete. By Theorem l2lhe map 6",-F defined by n is
uniformly @n-continuous, and if .E' is quasicomplete, then there exists a unique
p€..,il (g) such that

and 
u(fl: Ifdp
u,,(t) : ! cau

for every f(6 and C€9". Let z(Z and let u be the map

6 * E, .f - (u(f))(z).

Then u is a continuous map such that a"(li)(n for every T(1. By the above
considerations there exists a unique p"€.'// (E) such that

for every f€6. We have

for every feg and so

for every A(n and 
P'(A)_ (t'Q0)@)

D(f) - I fdp"

I fau,

I c dp"- (f cdp)Ql - (u"(€))(')
for every (€.9'. !
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